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Review
Since its inception, the contextual cueing (CC) paradigm
has generated considerable interest in various fields of
cognitive sciences because it constitutes an elegant
approach to understanding how statistical learning
(SL) mechanisms can detect contextual regularities dur-
ing a visual search. In this article we review and discuss
five aspects of CC: (i) the implicit nature of learning, (ii)
the mechanisms involved in CC, (iii) the mediating fac-
tors affecting CC, (iv) the generalization of CC phenom-
ena, and (v) the dissociation between implicit and
explicit CC phenomena. The findings suggest that im-
plicit SL is an inherent component of ongoing processing
which operates through clustering, associative, and re-
inforcement processes at various levels of sensory-mo-
tor processing, and might result from simple spike-
timing-dependent plasticity.

Contextual cueing: a statistical learning phenomenon
SL refers to an unconscious cognitive process in which
repeated patterns, or regularities, are extracted from sen-
sory inputs [1]. Initially introduced in the field of language
acquisition [2], the term SL is now invoked in various
domains of psychology to account for the human ability to
detect and use statistical regularities present in the envi-
ronment [3–7]. In this respect, an increasing number of
theories and models of cognition and development assume
that sophisticated human behaviors result, at least in part,
from such elementary learning mechanisms (e.g., [5–7]). By
structuring the world and by making it coherent and pre-
dictable, SL would play a key role in language acquisition,
object recognition, scene identification, attentional guid-
ance, and navigation in complex, dynamic environments.

Different approaches have been developed to study how
individuals become sensitive to the structured properties
of the environment and how SL mechanisms operate. In
this regard, the CC paradigm constitutes an elegant way to
understand how learning mechanisms can detect contex-
tual regularities during visual search, allowing an optimi-
zation of basic visual processing and/or attentional
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deployment in subsequent encounters [8,9]. The general
principle of the CC paradigm consists of presenting regu-
larities within search displays that allow target location to
be predicted, and to expose participants to these regulari-
ties throughout the course of the task.

In the standard version of the paradigm [8], participants
are instructed to search for a T-target within a configura-
tion of L-distractors. Half the configurations are systemat-
ically repeated across many blocks of trials while the
others are presented only once during the task. A benefit
on search times, termed CC, is typically observed in the
repeated contexts compared to the novel contexts
(Figure 1). The dominant interpretation to this benefit is
that learning of associations between spatial configura-
tions and target locations guides attention to the target
location. Because, as with many other forms of SL, this
effect usually occurs without instruction, without intention
to learn, and without evidence of conscious memory, CC is
thought to result from implicit learning (IL) [10].

Since its inception, the CC phenomenon has generated a
great deal of interest in various fields of cognitive sciences
and offers new insights for the comprehension of implicit
SL mechanisms. In this framework, the goal of this article
is to overview the most crucial findings and debates which
have emerged over the past decade and to discuss five
aspects of CC: (i) the implicit nature of CC in the light of
controversies regarding IL, (ii) the mechanisms involved in
CC, (iii) the mediating factors affecting CC, (iv) the gener-
alization of CC phenomena, and (v) the question of disso-
ciation between implicit and explicit CC phenomena.

CC and controversies regarding IL
Conscious awareness in CC

IL is commonly defined as an unintentional and automatic
adaptation to information present in the world without any
clear awareness of what has been learnt [11]. This form of
learning is thought to contrast with explicit learning (EL),
which refers to the acquisition of skills or knowledge with
awareness, and with the ability to explain how the skills or
knowledge was acquired. However, though it is well ac-
cepted that IL produces tacit knowledge, the degree to
which this knowledge is totally inaccessible to conscious
awareness remains controversial. Although subjective cri-
teria (e.g., verbal reports) suggest that acquired knowledge
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Figure 1. Typical CC task. (A) Typical procedure for CC. The task is to search for a rotated T-target among L-distractors. In the typical search task, participants are exposed to

a large number of blocks of trials (e.g., 30). Each block usually includes 12 different ‘old configurations’ that are repeated once in each block. The target appears at consistent

locations in these repeated configurations. The 12 old configurations are mixed with 12 ‘new’ randomly generated configurations that are presented only once during the

entire experiment. (B) Typical learning function. Search performance as a function of block is usually faster when targets appear in old configurations than with new

configurations. The benefit for old configurations is termed CC. Panel B is adapted from [10]; Copyright �2003 American Psychological Association and adapted with

permission. Implicit CC based on spatial configurations can emerge with both colored and greyscale items [8]. Such effects have been seen in a large number of studies

using a wide range of stimuli, including meaningless forms [89] and pseudo-3D displays using pictorial cues to give an impression of apparent depth [102,103]. Spatial CC

has also been extended to the haptic modality [104] and to color arrangements; that is, when the spatial layout of colored patches on a matrix predicts the target location

[105].
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may be unconscious in many incidental learning situa-
tions, objective criteria (e.g., familiarity judgments) often
lead to inconclusive results [12]. These difficulties in ob-
serving learning in the total absence of memory in explicit
memory tasks have prompted some authors to question
whether any learning can occur in the absence of aware-
ness [13,14]. It is noteworthy that most work in the field of
SL relies on subjective judgments of familiarity to index
learning, which raises the problem of the status of con-
sciousness in those incidental learning phenomena (Box 1).
By contrast, one advantage of the CC paradigm is that
knowledge about regularities is indirectly measured
through a benefit in search times and, consequently, its
evaluation does not rely on either a direct memory task or
subjective judgments.

Several arguments suggest that the knowledge under-
lying CC is inaccessible to awareness. First, at the end of
the search task, participants rarely report having noticed
that some displays were repeated across the task. More
importantly, participants are usually not above chance
level in recognition (i.e., at discriminating old configura-
tions from new ones) and target-generation tasks imple-
mented immediately after the search task (e.g., [10]). In a
generation task, the target within old contexts is typically
substituted by a distractor, and the participants are
instructed to guess where the target was located during
the search task. Finally, search performance and explicit
memory performance in CC are usually not improved by
explicit instructions requesting participants to actively
encode contextual regularities (e.g., [10]).

Although many studies have reported similar results,
some recent studies have questioned the statistical power
of explicit memory tests used in CC studies and suggested
that, similarly to many other forms of IL, CC might be
‘contaminated’ by knowledge that leads to some subjective
feeling of familiarity during objective memory tasks [15–
17]. However, those studies also showed that if some
repeated contexts may reach conscious awareness after
many presentations, CC performance remains indepen-
dent of whether the repeated contexts can be judged as
familiar or not [15,16]. As a whole, the consensus is that
consciousness is not required to account for learning
revealed by CC effects [10,16] and that CC provides evi-
dence for the existence of unconscious knowledge.

IL principles and CC

IL is typically characterized according to several principles
which fundamentally differ from those supposed to govern
EL [18,19]. In this view, IL would emerge slowly over
practice but would be very robust over time, resistant
regarding numerous psychiatric and neurologic disorders,
independent of IQ, insensitive to age effects, and would be
driven by primitive mechanisms that are shared with other
species. Importantly, IL would be supported by different
neural mechanisms than those involved in explicit/declar-
ative memory, which depend on the medial temporal lobe
(MTL) and especially on the hippocampus. However, here
again research in the field of IL reveals the difficulty to
show one situation that firmly obeys all of those principles.
What about CC?

As a whole, CC validates numerous IL principles. CC is
a robust effect that emerges after about five exposures to
repeated configurations and two repetitions when they are
associated with reward [20]. This effect persists after
525



Box 1. Overview of visual SL

The most typical method used to investigate visual SL involves a first

phase that exposes participants to structured streams of two or three

elements for several minutes (e.g., ABC, DEF, GHI). Immediately after-

wards their memory is assessed through a familiarity test in which they

must discriminate these triplets or pairs against foils (generated from

the same elements but rearranged into new groupings (e.g., AEI, DHL,

GKC, JBF). Using this type of design, SL has been demonstrated with

both temporal sequences (e.g., in a continuous stream constructed

from triplets, with shapes appearing one at a time, e.g., DEFJKLABC-

DEFGHI) and in spatial configurations (e.g., when shapes appear

spatially paired in static displays).

Visual SL and IL

SL mechanisms are often claimed to result from ILs. However,

because the majority of work relies on subjective judgments of famil-

iarity to assess learning, the status of awareness in SL is unclear. In this

respect, recent findings provide interesting insights. The use of both

subjective and objective criteria of awareness suggests that partici-

pants are, at least in part, aware of their knowledge in visual SL

[106,117]. Congruently, the MTL is not only involved but also required

for such SL [46]. However, signs of learning can appear in the MTL

memory system after a handful of repetitions, even in the absence of

awareness according to familiarity measurement criteria [46,118].

Moreover, incidental learning can be as robust as intentional learning

[119] SL might thus precede awareness of regular structures, instead of

being concomitant with it.

Constraints on visual SL

SL operates spontaneously over the bound features of an object

(e.g., shape and color) when those features co-vary during the learn-

ing phase, but in a feature-based manner if the covariance between

feature dimensions is disrupted during learning [107]. SL can also

occurs with non-adjacent contingencies (i.e., even when the three

items in each triplet do not occur in immediate succession), provided

that the visual features of the interfering items are task-irrelevant

[3,120]. Learning of temporal sequences can be expressed in static

spatial configurations. Reciprocally, learning of statistics defined by

spatial configurations can facilitate detection performance in tempor-

al streams [4]. Although such transfer occurs within the visual mod-

ality, there is little transfer from the visual to auditory modalities (or

vice versa) (e.g., [5,121]).

Mediating factors

Most research suggests that SL is modulated by selective attention

(e.g., [3,120]). Nevertheless, if knowledge is assessed through an

indirect procedure (e.g., detecting a particular shape within a se-

quence), there is evidence of learning on task-irrelevant materials

[77].

Generalization

Evidence of SL has been observed at the level of scene categories

[94], although not as reliably for object categories [122].
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delays lasting weeks [21–23] and strongly resists retroac-
tive interference [22,23]. CC is not confined to humans
because similar CC effects have been reported in baboons
[21] and pigeons [24]. CC has also been shown to be
independent of IQ [25], and to remain intact in numerous
psychological and neurological diseases, such as schizo-
phrenia [26], dyslexia [27,28], autistic spectrum disorder
[29,30], and even Korsarkoff’s syndrome [31]. CC is none-
theless strongly impaired in Parkinson’s [32] and de-
pressed patients [26].

However, contrary to the assumption that IL is stable
across individuals, 30% of participants typically fail to
show CC [33]. More surprisingly, CC is non-existent in
amnesic patients with major damage to MTL structures
[34,35]. Given that IL is thought to be independent of the
MTL, this result received great interest in the literature
[16,36–39] (Box 2). Despite apparent contradictions, this
literature leads to the conclusion that the MTL plays a
crucial role in implicit CC and that, although not required,
the hippocampus might also be engaged even when knowl-
edge remains implicit [16]. In concordance, while some
research has shown that CC matures early in childhood
[40] and is spared during aging [41], other studies suggest
that particular processes engaged in CC might follow a
pattern of ontogenetic maturation and age-related decline
more similar to those usually associated with explicit
memory [21,42–45]. Although seemingly contradictory,
diverging results reported in the literature can nonetheless
be explained by the variety of mechanisms involved in CC
and by the fact that different SL phenomena may be
revealed by the CC phenomenon. This view is developed
in the next sections.

The CC phenomenon provides furthermore an addition-
al argument to the recent claim that the declarative mem-
ory system and even the hippocampus may be involved in
the acquisition or expression of knowledge that remains
difficult to access consciously (Box 1). This highlights the
526
necessity to consider memory systems from a processing
modes perspective rather than from dissociation based on
consciousness [46–49].

Mechanisms for CC
One of the main challenges found in studies using inciden-
tal learning procedures is to determine what the partici-
pants have indeed learned from the materials and how the
acquired knowledge influences behavior. This difficulty is
often a source of conflict, especially around the issue of the
level of the integration, generalization, and abstraction
processes engaged in IL. In the framework of CC, a large
body of studies start from the assumption that this effect
results from the extraction of repeated global configura-
tions of items (target and distractors) that would serve to
guide spatial attention. This supposes associative learning
between a global context and the target location, and then
a top-down influence of this integrated representation on
attentional guidance. By assuming that activation of un-
conscious knowledge can lead to a top-down modulation of
attentional guidance, this hypothesis was unprecedented
in the memory literature.

The most convincing argument in favor of this hypothe-
sis came from the observation of a stronger improvement in
the search efficiency in the repeated contexts compared to
the unrepeated contexts, which was revealed by a stronger
reduction of the slope relating response time with set size
[8]. However, the difficulty to reproduce a reliable benefit
on search slope (e.g., [50–52]) led many authors to recon-
sider the initial assumption and opened numerous debates
regarding the mechanisms that underlie CC. The current
crucial issue is whether CC relies indeed on learning of
global configurations, or whether this relies on the local
context of the target. These two hypotheses lead to very
different predictions regarding the level of associative
process engaged in CC and the impact of knowledge on
behavior.



Box 2. Neural bases of CC

The neural bases of CC support a model in which multiple stages of

visual search processing take advantage of contextual repetitions and

in which multiple memory systems contribute to produce a CC effect.

First, fMRI studies showed that the magnitude of CC was correlated

with a deactivation of visual areas, suggesting a perceptual skill-

learning effect [38]. Repetition suppression effects were also observed

in the inferoparietal lobule, which might reflect perceptually guided

spatial orientating or facilitation in response selection. Procedural

learning and the involvement of the basal ganglia are supported by

findings from neuropsychological studies showing that CC is strongly

impaired in Parkinson patients [32].

Perhaps the most unexpected neural correlate concerns the involve-

ment of MTL structures. There is a general consensus that repeating

the context triggers rapid reductions in entorhinal/perirhinal cortical

activation, regardless of performance in subsequent recognition mem-

ory (e.g., [36,37,39], or [38] for a different result with scenes). This rapid

reduction in anterior MTL cortex has been ascribed to memory for

repeated visuospatial configurations, and more generally to the inte-

gration of elements of experience into fused representations, in other

words into chunk formation [37]. Even more surprisingly, several

studies have reported modifications in the hippocampal activity for

repeated contexts [36–38]. The role played by the hippocampus in CC

remained nevertheless inconclusive from these studies because the

presence/absence of conscious recollection associated with the mod-

ifications was unclear. A recent study seems to provide the missing

piece to the puzzle and to reconcile previous apparently contradictory

results. Using a procedure designed to assess concurrently both CC

and explicit knowledge from single-display analyses, it has been

shown that the left hippocampus and parahippocampal gyrus respond

differently depending on whether observers did or did not have explicit

knowledge of repeated displays [16]. Enhanced activation was ob-

served for ‘explicit displays’, whereas a repetition suppression effect

was observed when the repeated contexts remained inaccessible to

the recognition. Interestingly, these processing differences emerged

long after evidence of CC in RT, suggesting that, if the hippocampus

may be involved in CC later in the task, it is not necessary to account for

the initial effect. This observation also suggests a functional and

gradual reorganization of memory across the repetitions. One hypoth-

esis is that the hippocampus is involved in integrative processing

between a context and the target location, a step that would develop

after the extraction and formation of configurations in memory.

The implication of the hippocampus in IL constitutes probably the

most crucial result for understanding implicit SL mechanisms because

it contrasts with the traditional view that this structure is specifically

associated with declarative memory and conscious recollection for

recognition memory [47,48].
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Local hypothesis

Several arguments suggest that learning in the typical
task might be reduced to the extraction and formation of a
perceptual unit, in other words a chunk [53] that integrates
very limited fragmentary parts of the display. First, as in
many other IL situations, SL mechanisms involved in CC
seem to be bounded to the task-relevant features that are
limited to spatially-adjacent contingencies and strongly
prone to interference effects (Box 3). More crucially, learn-
ing in CC might be reduced to the target and its surround-
ing distractors. Indeed, repeating the locations of only two
or three items in the target quadrant produces as much CC
as repeating the entire display, even when participants are
trained on global configurations [54,55]. Note, however,
that separating the context and target by empty space does
not abolish learning, suggesting that chunk formation is
more constrained by the perceptual organization of items
in the display rather than spatial distance per se [54]. Fur-
thermore, although the global context does not need to be
repeated, the local benefit is nevertheless dependant both
on its relative position in the display and on the availability
of a limited amount of peripheral information [56].

How does the local context facilitate the search task?
The weak impact of CC on search slope led authors to
propose that this may occur at a late stage of searching, by
facilitating decisional and/or response-related processes
[50,52,57,58]. In agreement, CC has been found to occur
when the search efficiency was already maximized, either
because the target produced a pop-out single-feature effect
[50,59] or because its location was spatially cued [58]. More-
over, event-related potential (ERP) studies indicate a
greater positivity 500–600 ms post-stimulus in repeated
than in novel displays [58]. Evidence nevertheless suggests
an early effect of the repeated contexts during visual
search, and more specifically an effect on spatial attention.
For example, ERP studies have revealed an enhancement
of the N2pc component, presumed to reflect focused atten-
tion [60], in repeated compared to unrepeated displays
approximately 200 ms after their onset [57,61]. Repeated
contexts might affect spatial attention at two levels.

One possibility is that there is, indeed, attentional
guidance, but that this guidance would be limited to within
the local context, thus explaining the weak benefit on
search slope. However, if CC relies on simple chunk recog-
nition, an alternative hypothesis is that this perceptual
unit captures spatial attention in a bottom-up way by using
near-peripheral vision. The formation and reinforcement
of this perceptual unit across repetitions might be accom-
panied by an enhancement of its visual saliency [59]. Such
a hypothesis in terms of attentional selection might ac-
count for a large body of results reported with the standard
task, and in particular the enhancement of the N2pc
component in repeated contexts, regardless of its involve-
ment in attentional processes, but also the requirement for
a limited amount of peripheral information for the expres-
sion of CC [56].

By reducing CC to a simple perceptual learning effect,
this hypothesis avoids the conclusion that implicit memory
controls information processing in a top-down manner.
Even more crucially, if a chunk is spontaneously processed
as a whole [62], this considerably reduces the associative
mechanisms involved in CC and the assumption that the
target is integrated within a contextual map. In other
words, as with many IL effects, simple perceptual chunk-
ing processes and the development of sensitivity to a
perceptual structure might be sufficient to lead to a CC
effect. One interesting candidate that could account for the
formation of perceptual units within noise is spike-timing-
dependent plasticity (STDP) [63]. By causing neurons to
become sensitive to patterns of incoming spikes that occur
repeatedly, this very simple cortex-based learning mecha-
nism could potentially account for SL [64–66] (Box 4).

Global hypothesis

Although numerous studies suggest that CC observed with
the standard task mainly relies on the local context of the
527



Box 3. Constraints and robustness of CC

Flexibility versus hyperspecificity

CC is to some extent flexible. For example, it is preserved despite

small perturbations in the position of the items [8] or when the display

is combined, spatially shifted, or rescaled [68]. However, CC only

tolerates very limited displacements of the items [108] and remains

viewpoint-dependent [102], position-specific, and absolute to the con-

figuration [55,109]. In other words, both the local context of the target

and its place within the global context are crucial for CC. In addition,

although CC supports modification in the surface features of the items,

those would be automatically incorporated into learning when they

become task-relevant [8,54,81]. Indeed, learning fully transfers across

distractor identity changes along dimensions (e.g., color or shape).

However, if those dimensions become relevant for finding the target,

learning no longer transfers to stimuli defined by an attribute that

differs from the target [81]. Furthermore, learning in CC appears to be

task-dependant. For example, learning developed during the visual

search task was not seen in a change-detection task [110].

Interference effects and robustness of learning

CC is very sensitive to different types of interference. One source of

interference is the non-target set of distractors present in the display.

For example, the introduction of spatially-irrelevant material between

the target and the predictive repeated context dramatically reduces CC

[54,73]. The presence of configurations of distractors that respect

Gestalt laws of grouping based on closure, symmetry, size, or color

can also produce interfering perceptual effects capable of abolishing

CC [111].

A second source of interference is generated by the accumulation of

instances in memory. First, analysis of single displays suggests that

only a few repeated configurations lead to a CC effect [17]. Conse-

quently, a search task that includes much fewer trials within each block

triggers larger CC effects [112]. Congruently, the acquisition of a new

set of old displays is strongly impeded by proactive interference, and

requires intensive training or a nap to take place [15,23]. Interestingly,

sleep has been shown to reduce proactive inference only for the

contexts that are not available in recognition task [15].

By contrast, the literature highlights the robustness of learning over

time. Indeed, CC does not develop on old contexts that become

associated with new target locations [108,113], even after a 24 h break

usually thought to reduce proactive interference, or after extensive

training with the new associations [114]. Adaptation seems possible

but requires 3 days of training with around 80 repetitions with the new

target location [23]. In addition, no cost is observed after target

relocation to its original location.
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target, several findings show that the global context can
also play a role. First, studies showed that global config-
urations are encoded, even independently of the target
location [67,68]. More crucially, evidence for guidance by
global configurations has been demonstrated under some
circumstances [51,69–73]. For example, improvement in
search efficiency within repeated contexts was observed
when participants received sufficient time to parse or
encode the display, either by increasing the difficulty of
the task or by giving prior exposure to the spatial layout
[51]. Congruently, eye-movement recordings indicate that
the probability that the first saccade goes to the target is
increased in repeated displays, provided that a preview of
the spatial layout precedes the search display [69–72]. The
current interpretation is that, when learning is implicit,
attentional deployment in familiar displays does not occur
immediately but is implemented over time [52] and its
time-course remains probabilistic [70,74]. During visual
search, several factors and mechanisms (driven top-down
Box 4. STDP: a biological mechanism for implicit SL

IL is often thought to depend on different neural mechanisms to those

involved in explicit/declarative memory. It is nonetheless now well

accepted that there is no one alternative general ‘IL system’ in the brain

(e.g., the basal ganglia). IL is increasingly viewed as a slow and

pervasive plasticity phenomenon throughout the cortex that occurs

as a byproduct of processing itself, without supporting the conscious

experience of memory retrieval [19].

One mechanism that could be involved in such cortex-based implicit

SL phenomena is STDP, a mechanism that varies synaptic strength as a

function of the relative timing of spikes in presynaptic and postsynap-

tic neurons, and which constitutes a form of Hebbian learning. STDP

means that incoming synapses that fire immediately before a neuron

fires are strengthened, whereas inputs that fire afterwards are wea-

kened [63]. A surprising consequence of such rules is that they natu-

rally lead neurons to become sensitive to patterns of incoming spikes

that occur repeatedly, simply because those features occur most

frequently [64].

Simulations with large numbers of inputs have demonstrated that a

single neuron equipped with STDP will learn to become sensitive to a

repeating pattern lasting a few tens of milliseconds embedded within
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or bottom-up) compete to control attentional guidance, and
this might lead to frequent ‘memory failures’ [75]. Giving
more time might merely increase the chance that memory-
based processing wins the race.

Neural correlates associated with CC provide further-
more strong arguments that CC can rely on integrative
processing between a context and the location of the target.
The hippocampus might play a crucial role in this integra-
tive processing (Box 2).

In sum, CC reflects various SL mechanisms that occur
at different levels of visual search processing. As a result,
multiple stages of this processing can take advantage of
contextual repetitions to produce a CC effect. As in many
other IL situations, a simple perceptual learning hypoth-
esis might be sufficient to account for CC. However, under
particular constraints, there is evidence that CC involves
associations between discrete elements (e.g., a context
and the target location) and that the resulting implicit
knowledge can control attentional guidance in a top-down
background noise, even with only a few tens of repetitions [115]. Im-

portantly, such learning is completely unsupervised – there is no need

for any instructions about what should be learned. Other studies have

shown that, when multiple neurons are listening to the same set of

inputs, and there are inhibitory connections between them that pre-

vent them all firing together, they form a competitive learning me-

chanism in which each neuron learns to respond selectively to

different components of input patterns [116]. It has recently been

demonstrated that this type of mechanism allows neurons to become

sensitive to patterns of spikes produced by real-world stimuli includ-

ing, for example, cars going by at specific locations within the visual

field [66]

Such a mechanism fits well with the fundamental principles of

implicit SL (i.e., slow emergence over practice, robustness over time,

relative specificity, local preference, rigidity, sensitivity to various

types of interfering noise during learning, and strong robustness to

proactive interference). Although much remains to be done to bolster

this type of model, it nevertheless seems that the basic ingredients are

there to understand how the statistics of input arrays can become

encoded in a neural network.
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manner. Those two levels of learning could help to ac-
count for the wide range of divergent results reported in
the literature (e.g., age-effects, hippocampus involve-
ment) because different SL phenomena are captured
through the single CC phenomenon. The question is then
to determine what factors will constrain the types of
regularities that will be extracted and used during the
search task.

Mediating factors in CC
As highlighted in Box 3, different types of interference
influence strongly both the formation/consolidation of per-
ceptual units in memory and associative learning. The
spatial and featural organization of the items in the dis-
plays can also be crucial. For example, CC is boosted when
grouping processes of the items are enhanced, which prob-
ably favors extraction of global configurations [76]. Another
factor likely to be determinant is attention. Indeed, al-
though both IL and SL phenomena can occur with minimal
attentional resources, learning effects are usually weaker
than when attention is fully available [1,6,12,77]. CC
appears also reduced under high working-memory load
provided that a dual-task condition requires significant
spatial and concurrent spatial working-memory resources
[78,79]. In addition, CC depends on the repeated contexts
being attended [80]. Finally, it seems that surface features
are automatically integrated into the context representa-
tions when they become task-relevant and, therefore, when
attention is oriented toward those dimensions [81] (Box 3).

In concordance with chunking models, attention might
play a crucial role in the formation of the perceptual unit:
perceptual primitives would only be grouped together
when they are simultaneously held in spatial attentional
window, which is constrained by working memory limita-
tions [82,83]. Similarly, Brady and Chun [55] proposed that
observers would encode only one ‘snapshot’ of the local
context surrounding the target in CC because attention is
spatially focused around the target when it is detected. The
strength of the learning for a given distractor will therefore
depend on how far from the center of the spotlight it is
located.

This hypothesis presumes that goal/task-directed atten-
tional bias of processing may strongly drive how SL mech-
anisms are deployed on the materials, even while
knowledge remains implicit [84]. In this respect, any mini-
mal modifications in the materials, the procedure, or the
instructions given to the participants might fundamentally
modify what features of contexts are extracted, how they
are integrated, and/or how the context influences the
search performance. For example, a typical serial search
task probably leads participants to scrutinize the display
items one by one, inducing fragmented instead of global
representations of the configurations [33]. By contrast, a
method that favors processing the global patterns (e.g.,
previewing the layout) might not only allow encoding and/
or retrieving the configurations as a whole but also allow
associative learning to take place. As a result, the exposure
duration to the displays (usually longer in fMRI studies),
the size of the display, the distance to the monitor, the
visual angle, and the color of the items are all character-
istics that can influence the width of the spatial window of
attention, and consequentially whether the context will be
encoded at a local or global level. For example, it has been
shown that CC within visually-complex images was affect-
ed by the proximity with which the hands were held to the
stimuli, suggesting a bias toward detail-oriented proces-
sing near the hands [85].

The CC studies revealed nevertheless an interesting
effect. Manipulation of attended and ignored sets of dis-
tractors during the learning and transfer phases suggests
that learning also affects the ignored set of distractors
[80,86]. Congruently, though CC is hampered by secondary
spatial working-memory tasks, learning develops immedi-
ately when those dual tasks are removed [87]. Attention, in
terms of selection process as well as in terms of central
cognitive resource, might not be required for learning itself
but for the expression of the resulting knowledge on be-
havior.

Generalization of CC
Even though a vast majority of research has dealt with
spatial CC, implicit CC has also been extended to other
types of statistical relationships, providing additional sup-
port that implicit SL cannot be reduced to the formation of
perceptual units. For example, implicit CC effects have been
shown within ‘arbitrary’ simple arrays when dynamic envir-
onments composed of items were moving along predictable
trajectories [88] or when the identity or the shape of contex-
tual elements predicted the shape, identity, or location of the
target [88–90]. Sequentially structured event durations,
event identities, and spatiotemporal event sequences can
also guide attention to a point in time as well as to the
identity and location of the target event [91]. Implicit CC can
furthermore be based on semantic properties of the context
provided that the task enhances semantic processing of the
materials [86,90,92]. This suggests that CC can also rely on
generalization across different stimuli independently of
their visual features, and demonstrates how prior knowl-
edge in long-term memory can be integrated into new
implicit SL [93,94]. Similar results have been reported with
a visual SL procedure (Box 1).

Nevertheless, to our knowledge, there is no evidence for
implicit CC when predictive relationships are perturbed by
task-relevant interfering distractors or by a long delay.
Integration processes seem to be confined to conditional
relations between spatially- and temporally-adjacent ele-
ments or events. To be bound together, elements or events
of experience might have to co-occur within a short tempo-
ral window.

CC has furthermore been shown when repeated real-
world scenes [95,96] or meaningless but visually-complex
images predicted the target location [97]. However, those
effects were strongly associated with awareness of regu-
larities. By revealing both implicit and explicit effects
depending of the materials, the CC paradigm offers a
promising method to address the question of dissociation
between IL and EL.

Dissociation between implicit and explicit CC
phenomena
It is often assumed that IL and EL phenomena are sub-
served by independent processing and memory systems
529



Box 5. Outstanding questions

� How does pre-existing knowledge or prior experience in memory

bias attention during chunking and influence SL?

� What are the relationships between awareness and complex bind-

ing operations? How do memories that integrate multiple dimen-

sions of experience evolve over time and consolidate in long-term

memory?

� How do different memory systems interact in SL? How might a

redescription of explicit and implicit knowledge operate over time

and during consolidation?

� To what extent can STDP-based mechanisms account for SL phe-

nomena?

� Is attention required for SL or for its expression?

� Is SL confined to adjacent spatiotemporal contingencies?

� How does sleep affect SL? Does it reduce the interfering effects

generated by the accumulation of instances in memory or does it

lead to fundamental restructuring of memories within neural net-

works?
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that are governed by different principles of learning. How-
ever, the difficulty to show one learning situation that
firmly obeys all of those principles introduces the problem
of an operational definition of IL and raises the issue of a
clear functional dissociation between implicit and ‘explicit/
declarative’ processing and memory in finalized cognitive
activities [12,19].

In support for functional dissociation, the differences
between CC effects observed when knowledge is associated
with conscious awareness compared to when it remains
implicit are striking. This review shows that, as a whole,
spatial CC validates numerous principles of IL – that is,
slow emergence over practice, robustness in the face of
time and numerous psychological/neurological diseases,
commonality, IQ independency, relative specificity, local
preference, rigidity, sensitivity to various types of interfer-
ing noise during learning, and strong robustness regarding
proactive interference. Furthermore, although IL may ex-
ert a top-down control on attentional guidance, its influ-
ence on behavior remains fragile, unstable, and
probabilistic.

By contrast, when CC is associated with conscious
awareness of regularities, for example in visually-complex
images [95,97], benefits emerge more rapidly and they are
much stronger and more stable across the task [95]. CC
relies heavily on global pattern analysis [98], supports
important transfer effects and feature manipulations in
the scenes (e.g., color-scheme modifications, mirror inver-
sions) [99], is clearly due to a facilitation in attentional
guidance [97,100], and precludes item-based CC if both the
background and array-based context predict the target
location [101]. As such, when regularities are accessible
to consciousness, the impact on search efficiency is consid-
erably enhanced.

However, the CC literature also highlights the difficulty
to isolate ‘pure’ memory processes. First, CC within arbi-
trary displays and CC within real-world scenes involve
common neural correlates. Both are associated with deac-
tivation of visual cortical areas, the inferoparietal lobule,
and the anterior MTL cortex. The hippocampus might also
be involved in some cases of implicit CC (Box 2). Together
with other findings on implicit SL, this supports recent
theories based on memory modes rather than on conscious-
ness, theories according to which the hippocampus would
be responsible for integrating information across multiple
domains and forming relational, configural, and contextual
representations, regardless of the implicit or explicit na-
ture of the resulting knowledge [47,49]. Nonetheless, evi-
dence from CC suggests that flexible organization of
different elements of experience according to their inter-
relations is more often associated with some type of con-
scious recollection and with an enhancing of hippocampal
activity [38]. By contrast, unconscious CC phenomena
remain associated with repetition suppression effects [16].

Furthermore, even though knowledge that underlies CC
in the typical task is mostly unconscious, ‘contamination’
by explicit knowledge has also been demonstrated
[16,17]. Conversely, even though statistical contingencies
present in real-world scenes are fully accessible to con-
scious awareness after extensive training, CC has been
shown to first take place at an unconscious level [96]. It is
530
unlikely that the participants intentionally searched for
regularities. The quality of their representations regarding
the images nevertheless allowed them to recollect con-
sciously those images, and this probably facilitated SL
to take place. In subsequent exposure to a similar situa-
tion, conscious recollection also allows the individual to
exert intentional control and flexibility on her/his behavior,
which avoids the frequent ‘memory failures’ that occur
when knowledge remains inaccessible to awareness
[38]. No intentional cognitive control would be involved;
consciousness would emerge spontaneously as the conse-
quence of stable, coherent, and integrated representations.
The emergence of regularities to awareness in unsuper-
vised learning situations constitutes a terminological prob-
lem to classify this type of learning as explicit or implicit.

Broadly considered, SL phenomena that occur within
complex stimuli cannot be considered using a clear dichot-
omy between explicit and implicit memory systems that
would operate in isolation from each other and from the
unfolding processing. These phenomena result in large
part from interactions between different memory systems
that depend on external, slow, pervasive, and cortex-based
mechanisms of learning, and on transitory associative
representations formed and maintained in the MTL mem-
ory system. Several outstanding questions are listed in
Box 5.

Concluding remarks
The CC phenomena provide an elegant demonstration
that, during visual search, observers develop incidental
sensitivity to various types of statistical redundancies
present in the environment, and that the resulting knowl-
edge can remain inaccessible to conscious awareness. In
concordance with other incidental and unsupervised learn-
ing situations, CC operates through clustering, associative,
and reinforcement processes at various integrative levels
of visual processing, and these contribute to facilitating
diverse aspects of visual search, including object segmen-
tation/identification, response selection, or attentional
guidance.

At a low level of visual processing, such mechanisms can
account for the formation of perceptual units within noise
through clustering processes. At a higher level, implicit
SL operates through associative mechanisms that bind
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together discrete elements or events of experience. The
strong constraints in CC are consistent with perceptual
chunking, which could involve simple STDP-like mecha-
nisms. Nevertheless, top-down influences of repeated con-
texts on attention guidance, as well as generalization of
implicit CC, show that implicit SL can involve more com-
plex associative processes and, in particular, associative
memory between perceptual, semantic, and response in-
formation. Similarly to other forms of implicit SL, the MTL
is not only involved but is required for implicit CC phe-
nomena. The hippocampus can also be engaged, and espe-
cially in complex binding processes. This finding opens new
perspective on the functional dissociation between memory
systems.

The CC phenomena highlight the ubiquity of SL as an
intrinsic component of the ongoing processing instead of an
additional mechanism operating in parallel. As a result,
such mechanisms do not operate in isolation from integra-
tive processing that involves interaction between different
‘implicit’ and ‘explicit/declarative’ memory systems. An
important avenue for further research will be to determine
how these different systems interact in unsupervised
learning situations and how a redescription of explicit
and implicit knowledge operates over time and during
consolidation processing in memory.
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